


KJV Bible Word Studies for HAKKOZ

KJV Bible Word Studies for KOZ



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

Hakkoz 6976 ## Qowts {kotse}; the same as 6975; Kots, the name of two Israelites: -- Koz, {Hakkoz} 
[including the article]. 

Koz 6976 ## Qowts {kotse}; the same as 6975; Kots, the name of two Israelites: -- {Koz}, Hakkoz [including 
the article]. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

Hakkoz 06976 ## Qowts {kotse} ; the same as 06975 ; Kots , the name of two Israelites : -- Koz , {Hakkoz} 
[including the article ] . 

Koz 06976 ## Qowts {kotse} ; the same as 06975 ; Kots , the name of two Israelites : -- {Koz} , Hakkoz 
[including the article ] . 

Koz@ba'{ko-zeb-aw'} 03578 ## {Koz@ba'{ko-zeb-aw'}} ; from 03576 ; fallacious ; Cozeba , a place in 
Palestine : -- Choseba . 

Kozbiy 03579 ## {Kozbiy} {koz-bee'} ; from 03576 ; false ; Cozbi , a Midianitess : -- Cozbi . 

{koz-bee'} 03579 ## Kozbiy {{koz-bee'}} ; from 03576 ; false ; Cozbi , a Midianitess : -- Cozbi . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

Hakkoz 6976 -- Qowts -- Koz, {Hakkoz} [including the article].

Koz 6976 -- Qowts -- {Koz}, Hakkoz [including the article].



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- hakkoz , 6976 ,

- koz , 6976 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Hakkoz 1Ch_24_10 # The seventh to Hakkoz, the eighth to Abijah,

Koz Ezr_02_61 # And of the children of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of Koz, the 
children of Barzillai; which took a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite, and was called after their
name:

Koz Neh_03_04 # And next unto them repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah, the son of Koz. And next unto 
them repaired Meshullam the son of Berechiah, the son of Meshezabeel. And next unto them repaired 
Zadok the son of Baana.

Koz Neh_03_21 # After him repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah the son of Koz another piece, from the 
door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house of Eliashib.

Koz Neh_07_63 # And of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of Koz, the children of Barzillai, 
which took [one] of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite to wife, and was called after their name.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Hakkoz the eighth 1Ch_24_10 # The seventh to Hakkoz, the eighth to Abijah,

Koz And next Neh_03_04 # And next unto them repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah, the son of Koz. And 
next unto them repaired Meshullam the son of Berechiah, the son of Meshezabeel. And next unto them 
repaired Zadok the son of Baana.

Koz another piece Neh_03_21 # After him repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah the son of Koz another 
piece, from the door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house of Eliashib.

Koz the children Ezr_02_61 # And of the children of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of 
Koz, the children of Barzillai; which took a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite, and was called 
after their name:

Koz the children Neh_07_63 # And of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of Koz, the children 
of Barzillai, which took [one] of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite to wife, and was called after their 
name.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

koz another piece Neh_03_21 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

Hakkoz ^ 1Ch_24_10 / Hakkoz /^the eighth to Abijah, 

Koz ^ Neh_03_04 / Koz /^And next unto them repaired Meshullam the son of Berechiah, the son of 
Meshezabeel. And next unto them repaired Zadok the son of Baana. 

Koz ^ Neh_03_21 / Koz /^another piece, from the door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house 
of Eliashib. 

Koz ^ Neh_07_63 / Koz /^the children of Barzillai, which took [one] of the daughters of Barzillai the 
Gileadite to wife, and was called after their name. 

Koz ^ Ezr_02_61 / Koz /^the children of Barzillai; which took a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the 
Gileadite, and was called after their name: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Hakkoz 1Ch_24_10 The seventh to {Hakkoz}, the eighth to Abijah, 

Koz Ezr_02_61 And of the children of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of {Koz}, the 
children of Barzillai; which took a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite, and was called after their
name: 

Koz Neh_03_04 And next unto them repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah, the son of {Koz}. And next unto 
them repaired Meshullam the son of Berechiah, the son of Meshezabeel. And next unto them repaired 
Zadok the son of Baana. 

Koz Neh_03_21 After him repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah the son of {Koz} another piece, from the 
door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house of Eliashib. 

Koz Neh_07_63 And of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of {Koz}, the children of Barzillai, 
which took [one] of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite to wife, and was called after their name. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
+Koz@ba 1Ch_04_22 And Jokim (03137 +Yowqiym ) , and the men (00582 +)enowsh ) of Chozeba (03578 
{+Koz@ba}) ) , and Joash (03101 +Yow)ash ) , and Saraph (08315 +Saraph ) , who (04310 +miy ) had the 
dominion (01166 +ba(al ) in Moab (04124 +Mow)ab ) , and Jashubilehem (03433 +Yashubiy Lechem ) . And 
[ these are ] ancient (06267 +attiyq ) things (01697 +dabar ) . 

+Kozbiy Num_25_15 And the name (08034 +shem ) of the Midianitish (04084 +Midyaniy ) woman (00802 
+)ishshah ) that was slain (05221 +nakah ) [ was ] Cozbi (03579 {+Kozbiy} ) , the daughter (01323 +bath ) of
Zur (06698 +Tsuwr ) ; he [ was ] head (07218 +ro)sh ) over a people (00523 +)ummah ) , [ and ] of a chief (1)
house (01004 +bayith ) in Midian (04080 +Midyan ) . 

+Kozbiy Num_25_18 For they vex (06887 +tsarar ) you with their wiles (05231 +nekel ) , wherewith (00834 
+)aher ) they have beguiled (05230 +nakal ) you in the matter (01697 +dabar ) of Peor (06465 +P@(owr ) , 
and in the matter (01697 +dabar ) of Cozbi (03579 {+Kozbiy} ) , the daughter (01323 +bath ) of a prince 
(05387 +nasiy) ) of Midian (04080 +Midyan ) , their sister (00269 +)achowth ) , which was slain (05221 
+nakah ) in the day (03117 +yowm ) of the plague (04046 +maggephah ) for Peor s (06465 +P@(owr ) sake 
(01697 +dabar ) . 

Hakkoz 1Ch_24_10 The seventh (07637 +sh@biy(iy ) to {Hakkoz} (06976 +Qowts ) , the eighth (08066 
+sh@miyniy ) to Abijah (29) , 

Koz Ezr_02_61 And of the children (01121 +ben ) of the priests (03548 +kohen ):the children (01121 +ben ) 
of Habaiah (02252 +Chabayah ) , the children (01121 +ben ) of {Koz} (06976 +Qowts ) , the children (01121 
+ben ) of Barzillai (01271 +Barzillay ) ; which (00834 +)aher ) took (03947 +laqach ) a wife (00802 +)ishshah
) of the daughters (01121 +ben ) of Barzillai (01271 +Barzillay ) the Gileadite (01569 +Gil(adiy ) , and was 
called (07121 +qara) ) after (05921 +(al ) their name (08034 +shem ) : 

Koz Neh_03_04 And next unto them repaired (02388 +chazaq ) Meremoth (04822 +M@remowth ) the son 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


(01121 +ben ) of Urijah (00223 +)Uwriyah ) , the son (01121 +ben ) of {Koz} (06976 +Qowts ) . And next 
unto them repaired (02388 +chazaq ) Meshullam (04918 +M@shullam ) the son (01121 +ben ) of Berechiah 
(01296 +Berekyah ) , the son (01121 +ben ) of Meshezabeel (04898 +M@sheyzab)el ) . And next unto them 
repaired (02388 +chazaq ) Zadok (06659 +Tsadowq ) the son (01121 +ben ) of Baana (01195 +Ba(ana) ) . 

Koz Neh_03_21 After (00310 +)achar ) him repaired (02388 +chazaq ) Meremoth (04822 +M@remowth ) 
the son (01121 +ben ) of Urijah (00223 +)Uwriyah ) the son (01121 +ben ) of {Koz} (06976 +Qowts ) another 
(08145 +sheniy ) piece (04060 +middah ) , from the door (06607 +pethach ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) of 
Eliashib (00475 +)Elyashiyb ) even to the end (08503 +takliyth ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) of Eliashib 
(00475 +)Elyashiyb ) . 

Koz Neh_07_63 And of the priests (03548 +kohen ):the children (01121 +ben ) of Habaiah (02252 
+Chabayah ) , the children (01121 +ben ) of {Koz} (06976 +Qowts ) , the children (01121 +ben ) of Barzillai 
(01271 +Barzillay ) , which (00834 +)aher ) took (03947 +laqach ) [ one ] of the daughters (01121 +ben ) of 
Barzillai (01271 +Barzillay ) the Gileadite (01569 +Gil(adiy ) to wife (00802 +)ishshah ) , and was called 
(07121 +qara) ) after (05921 +(al ) their name (08034 +shem ) . 
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hakkoz , 1CH , 24:10 koz , EZR , 2:61 koz , NE , 3:4 , NE , 3:21 , NE , 7:63 Koz Interlinear Index Study Koz EZR
002 061 And of the children <01121 +ben > of the priests <03548 +kohen > : the children <01121 +ben > of 
Habaiah <02252 +Chabayah > , the children <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > , the children <01121 
+ben > of Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > ; which <00834 +>aher > took <03947 +laqach > a wife <00802 
+>ishshah > of the daughters <01121 +ben > of Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > the Gileadite <01569 +Gil , and 
was called <07121 +qara> > after <05921 + their name <08034 +shem > : Koz NEH 003 004 And next unto them 
repaired <02388 +chazaq > Meremoth <04822 +M@remowth > the son <01121 +ben > of Urijah <00223 
+>Uwriyah > , the son <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > . And next unto them repaired <02388 
+chazaq > Meshullam <04918 +M@shullam > the son <01121 +ben > of Berechiah <01296 +Berekyah > , the 
son <01121 +ben > of Meshezabeel <04898 +M@sheyzab>el > . And next unto them repaired <02388 +chazaq > 
Zadok <06659 +Tsadowq > the son <01121 +ben > of Baana <01195 +Ba > . Koz NEH 003 021 After <00310 
+>achar > him repaired <02388 +chazaq > Meremoth <04822 +M@remowth > the son <01121 +ben > of Urijah 
<00223 +>Uwriyah > the son <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > another <08145 +sheniy > piece 
<04060 +middah > , from the door <06607 +pethach > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Eliashib <00475 
+>Elyashiyb > even to the end <08503 +takliyth > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Eliashib <00475 
+>Elyashiyb > . Koz NEH 007 063 And of the priests <03548 +kohen > : the children <01121 +ben > of Habaiah 
<02252 +Chabayah > , the children <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > , the children <01121 +ben > of 
Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > , which <00834 +>aher > took <03947 +laqach > [ one ] of the daughters <01121 
+ben > of Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > the Gileadite <01569 +Gil to wife <00802 +>ishshah > , and was called 
<07121 +qara> > after <05921 + their name <08034 +shem > . koz another piece - hakkoz , 6976 , - koz , 6976 , 
hakkoz -6976 coz , {hakkoz} , koz , koz -6976 coz , hakkoz , {koz} , Hakkoz 6976 -- Qowts -- Koz, {Hakkoz} 
[including the article]. Koz 6976 -- Qowts -- {Koz}, Hakkoz [including the article]. Hakkoz 6976 ## Qowts 
{kotse}; the same as 6975; Kots, the name of two Israelites: -- Koz, {Hakkoz} [including the article].[ql Koz 6976
## Qowts {kotse}; the same as 6975; Kots, the name of two Israelites: -- {Koz}, Hakkoz [including the article].[ql
Hakkoz 024 010 ICh /^{Hakkoz /the eighth to Abijah , Koz 003 004 Neh /^{Koz /And next unto them repaired 
Meshullam the son of Berechiah , the son of Meshezabeel . And next unto them repaired Zadok the son of Baana . 
Koz 003 021 Neh /^{Koz /another piece , from the door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house of 
Eliashib . Koz 007 063 Neh /^{Koz /the children of Barzillai , which took one of the daughters of Barzillai the 
Gileadite to wife , and was called after their name . Koz 002 061 Ezr /^{Koz /the children of Barzillai ; which took
a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite , and was called after their name : koz And of the children of the 
priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of {Koz}, the children of Barzillai; which took a wife of the 
daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite, and was called after their name: koz And next unto them repaired Meremoth 
the son of Urijah, the son of {Koz}. And next unto them repaired Meshullam the son of Berechiah, the son of 
Meshezabeel. And next unto them repaired Zadok the son of Baana. koz After him repaired Meremoth the son of 
Urijah the son of {Koz} another piece, from the door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house of 
Eliashib. koz And of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of {Koz}, the children of Barzillai, which 
took [one] of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite to wife, and was called after their name. 



hakkoz , 1CH , 24:10 koz , EZR , 2:61 koz , NE , 3:4 , NE , 3:21 , NE , 7:63









hakkoz -6976 coz , {hakkoz} , koz , koz -6976 coz , hakkoz , {koz} ,



Hakkoz 6976 -- Qowts -- Koz, {Hakkoz} [including the article]. Koz 6976 -- Qowts -- {Koz}, Hakkoz [including 
the article].







Hakkoz 6976 ## Qowts {kotse}; the same as 6975; Kots, the name of two Israelites: -- Koz, {Hakkoz} [including 
the article].[ql Koz 6976 ## Qowts {kotse}; the same as 6975; Kots, the name of two Israelites: -- {Koz}, Hakkoz 
[including the article].[ql
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Koz Interlinear Index Study Koz EZR 002 061 And of the children <01121 +ben > of the priests <03548 +kohen 
> : the children <01121 +ben > of Habaiah <02252 +Chabayah > , the children <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 
+Qowts > , the children <01121 +ben > of Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > ; which <00834 +>aher > took <03947 
+laqach > a wife <00802 +>ishshah > of the daughters <01121 +ben > of Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > the 
Gileadite <01569 +Gil , and was called <07121 +qara> > after <05921 + their name <08034 +shem > : Koz NEH 
003 004 And next unto them repaired <02388 +chazaq > Meremoth <04822 +M@remowth > the son <01121 
+ben > of Urijah <00223 +>Uwriyah > , the son <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > . And next unto them
repaired <02388 +chazaq > Meshullam <04918 +M@shullam > the son <01121 +ben > of Berechiah <01296 
+Berekyah > , the son <01121 +ben > of Meshezabeel <04898 +M@sheyzab>el > . And next unto them repaired 
<02388 +chazaq > Zadok <06659 +Tsadowq > the son <01121 +ben > of Baana <01195 +Ba > . Koz NEH 003 
021 After <00310 +>achar > him repaired <02388 +chazaq > Meremoth <04822 +M@remowth > the son <01121
+ben > of Urijah <00223 +>Uwriyah > the son <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > another <08145 
+sheniy > piece <04060 +middah > , from the door <06607 +pethach > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Eliashib
<00475 +>Elyashiyb > even to the end <08503 +takliyth > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Eliashib <00475 
+>Elyashiyb > . Koz NEH 007 063 And of the priests <03548 +kohen > : the children <01121 +ben > of Habaiah 
<02252 +Chabayah > , the children <01121 +ben > of {Koz} <06976 +Qowts > , the children <01121 +ben > of 
Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > , which <00834 +>aher > took <03947 +laqach > [ one ] of the daughters <01121 
+ben > of Barzillai <01271 +Barzillay > the Gileadite <01569 +Gil to wife <00802 +>ishshah > , and was called 
<07121 +qara> > after <05921 + their name <08034 +shem > .



koz another piece 



Hakkoz 1Ch_24_10 /^{Hakkoz /the eighth to Abijah , Koz Neh_03_04 /^{Koz /And next unto them repaired 
Meshullam the son of Berechiah , the son of Meshezabeel . And next unto them repaired Zadok the son of Baana . 
Koz Neh_03_21 /^{Koz /another piece , from the door of the house of Eliashib even to the end of the house of 
Eliashib . Koz Neh_07_63 /^{Koz /the children of Barzillai , which took one of the daughters of Barzillai the 
Gileadite to wife , and was called after their name . Koz Ezr_02_61 /^{Koz /the children of Barzillai ; which took 
a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite , and was called after their name :





- hakkoz , 6976 , - koz , 6976 , 



koz And of the children of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of {Koz}, the children of Barzillai; 
which took a wife of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite, and was called after their name: koz And next unto 
them repaired Meremoth the son of Urijah, the son of {Koz}. And next unto them repaired Meshullam the son of 
Berechiah, the son of Meshezabeel. And next unto them repaired Zadok the son of Baana. koz After him repaired 
Meremoth the son of Urijah the son of {Koz} another piece, from the door of the house of Eliashib even to the end
of the house of Eliashib. koz And of the priests: the children of Habaiah, the children of {Koz}, the children of 
Barzillai, which took [one] of the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite to wife, and was called after their name.
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